
Aozora haiku publication : January 2000

    

Borivoj Bukva (Rijeka, Croatia) borivojbukva@yahoo.com 

In the year 
of the rat the attic has 
run out of wheat.

The light 
among the rafters of the room 
drags along the floor.

A narrow waist 
you follow with your gaze 
the birch tree forest.

The water lily 
in the sun and stagnant water. 
Dragonfly in flight.

The quietness of the graveyard. 
A proud cypress 
and warrior's mound.

along the deserted coast 
the waves are quieting down - 
at the end of the day.

Fingers on the map 
and a journey to the unknown. 
A green morning. 
  

Cold air 
and half-open door. 
Cat on the threshold.

On the floor lie 
the actors and the masks. 
The rose on the table. 
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Zarko Milenic (Rijeka, Croatia) milenic@yahoo.com 
  

New Year Eve 
is over again. 
Dirty snow. 

An old lady-teacher 
waters a stolen violet 
at dusk.

The summer drought. 
A dog and a cat joined 
in the shade. 

Picture by the window. 
It is raining 
on the left and on the right.

Autumn morning. 
A fallen chestnut leaf. 
Yellow memories. 

Unburnt candle 
on the mother's grave 
is lit again.

 

Jadran Zalokar  (Croatia) 
submitted by Zarko Milenic milenic@yahoo.com 

  
closing my eyes 
the storm's roar at the mountain 
become loader 

New Year's morning-- 
a pine tree has been hidden by 
last year mist

Autumn roses 
but their scent like 
the spring ones 

Afternoon sun - 
a butterfly's shadow becomes larger 
on the wall of school
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Predrag Cvetkovic ( Trstenik, Serbia ) 
submitted by Zarko Milenic  milenic@yahoo.com 

  
The crickets! 
Before and after 
reading book. 

Hot summer day -- 
hard to recognise the cranes 
painted on the fan. 
 

Radovan Zivanovic ( Majdanpek, Serbia ) 
submitted by Zoran Doderovic spiroska@ptt.yu 

  
Unexploded 
yellow NATO bomb -- 
a field of dandelions. 

Plenty of steps 
and only some faces -- 
autumn fog.

The leaves are falling. 
There are ever more 
trees in the woods. 
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Aozora haiku publication : February 2000

    

Predrag Pešić-Šera (Vitina, Smederevo, Yugoslavia)

Prote Mateja 86/1, 11300 Smederevo, Yugoslavia
Submitted by mail 

  

on the path I wait
for the snake to go away
it's waiting too 

Itoen'97 Tokyo, Japan

Beneath a chestnut tree
I gaze at branches
full of stars

Frogpond, Winchester, USA

Cherry tree in bloom ~
in its branches' shade
a butterfly on the stone

Modern Haiku, Madison, USA

Heated sun.
A dog beneath my shadow
find its shade.

Leaflet, N.Sad, Yugoslavia

Bird flies away.
Cold egges
left in the nest.

Yellow Moon, Australia

The linden has rustled !
The latest news
from my garden.

Lotos, Valjevo, Yugoslavia

II-I Prize:
Mountain wind
whispering stirrs
shepherd's fire

Haiku Poetry competition
Nis '98 Yugoslavia



 

Turtle's shadow
creeps into its shell
both legs and head 

Autumn wind--
tosses on the rose
the last pomegranate

English tr. Jasna Batizic 

  

Josip Hohnjec
Slovenski trg n°2 (I/7), 22300 Stars Pazova, Yugoslavia
Submitted by mail 

A flicker of light
in a well illuminates
the yellow leaves. 

Distant star -
owing to goodnight kiss
joyfull grandchild.

raven at flight--
a whistle of wind spreads
over the meadow

Autumn sun --
the cloud that passing by sky
hides it for instant.

I draw down a jalousie.
Shadows of goods in the room
lose their shape.

Thunder crash --
for a moment in the trembling grass
gleam of lightning.

Cold night --
at silent fireplace
flame is smoldering.

In the meadow
surrounded with pines --
shine of stars.

Waiting for wedding gests --
at the morning sun
lilacs blossoming.

  



Jasminka Nadaskic Djordjevic
(Smederevo, Yugoslavia)    Dior@SezamPro.YU

the heat is pressing
from the deepness of the cloud
a bird is straying

Sparrow in the sill, Novi Sad,1998 - SUIEN, 1999 - 
HAIKU DAWN, 1999

 

along the railroad
poppies waving to trains
horses grazing ...

Mainichi,08/98 - Woodpecker, 09/98 - 
SUIEN, 1999 - Point Judith Light, SpringField,1999

 

carried by the wind
a butterfly drops into
dandelion's field

SUIEN, 01/99

  

Goran Milenic
(Bosnia - Netherlands) 

  

Long shadows
and a lonely bus
on the dusty road. 

A river and a man
day to day more and more
further from their sources.

the tulips die--
only the windmills
remain in the field. 

Winter twilight.
The city backed out
in its suburbs.
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Aozora haiku publication : March 2000

    

Dunja Pezelj
Split, Croatia 

  

In the shadow of leaves
bush is hiding thorn.
Ripe blackberry.

 

Foggy veil
is hiding the joining
sky with the sea.

 

Umbrella given as a gift
rein calling the memory,
of dead friend.

 

On the table cloth
faded petals.
More beautiful rose.

Melting
leaves of pelargonium.
Life is flowing away.

 

Frozen flower
on the bush without leaves.
Early spring.

 

Behind the island
Shiny city is disappearing.
Boat in the night.

 



Evening redness
wipes out white sketch
of clouds.

  

  

Barry A. George
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA 

After the storm
he is rich in umbrellas--
the homeless man

 

Only reflections--
our subway car burrowing
deep into night

 

Fall's first chill--
the football
bounces louder

Everyone walking to work
and the speckled
sky

 

 

Dina Franin
Zagreb, Croatia 

 

beautiful weekend 
with a monologue 
by my husband 

a crust of bread 
is jumping with sparrows 



round the courtyard 

morning dew 
on poppy in bloom 
getting reddish 

 

the veiled moon 
the stars lighten up 
slowly in the night 

 

 

Nikola Nilic
Doza Djerbdja 70, 21000 Novi Sad, Yugoslavia
Submission by letter

 

by bent head
near little girl's catafalque
cries a doll as well

hunchebacked father
his whole life reduced in
a palm full of corn

in a cellar
father pours out cask --
autumn in a glass

  

  

  

Some haiku have won awards, but we don't mention them to preserve readers' judgement
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Aozora haiku publication : April 2000

    

Zdravko Karakehayov 
Bulgaria

  

pinecones
between the ground
and the kid's hand

Ludmila Balabanova
Bulgaria

 

in the night
bits of light--
the rain

 

Nikola Nilic
Doza Djerbdja 70, 21000 Novi Sad, Yugoslavia
Submission by letter

 

Milky Way
scatters across the meadow
camomille tea

zenith of spring
moon turns red
in the cherry-tree top

 

Zoran Doderovic
Novi Sad, Yugoslavia

 

An end of program / on the night radio -- / rain is beating.

 

Autumn leaves --/ yellow teddy bear / beside the container

 

Cafe by the road -- / shepherd with a smile observes / the eclipse of the sun

 



Widely open / magpie´s beak -- / summer heat.

 

Midnight underground -- / in the empty streetcar / the handles sway

 

Camp fire -- / the sparks are mixing / with stars

 

Dragan J. Ristic 
Nis, Yugoslavia

a wave goes--
on the white river stone
a red capillary

the big raindrops
on the advertising billboard
changed smile

Dusko Matas 
Croatia

in the moonlight 
a quiet rustle reveals
a swaying shadow

 

 

Darja Kocijancic 
Slovenia

Bach's concerto
resounds out of loud-speakers --
the fair of furniture

sweet berries
on a layer cake --
a puckish child's laugh

street's throng--
a child attentively carries
gold fish in a bowl

the fragrance of melt
behind a brewery
sunset --



 

Edin Saracevic 
Slovenia

a sound of Wartburg
drives me back
to communism

Postojna's cave--
a blind tourist 
touches the stalactite

foggy evening--
with the first spurt of my urine
a fragrance of antibiotic

mountain top--
a baby sucking
its mother's nipple

a city dump--
amongs the heavy wastes
a half of corn-cob

hotel Sport --
through a toilet ventilation
jingling of cowbell 
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Aozora haiku publication : May 2000

    

Lennart-Hans Jurgenson 
Estonia

 

silent cave--
the snow fell down
covered the past

 

Marko Pak 
Slovenia

dark night--
across the slick highway
the fragrance of acacia

 

Edin Saracevic 
Slovenia

 

the end of a day--
my neighbour's washing machine
centrifuges

street lamp--
shadow of a larch still
at the same place

cuckoo cry--
my shadow is touching a shadow
of unknown lady

a visit of my parents--
in a single gulp of the fresh water
the decades of memories

  

 



Nikola Nilic
Doza Djerbdja 70, 21000 Novi Sad, Yugoslavia
Submission by letter

funeral
a gravedigger is burying too
the church's bells jingling

strong shower
a raven hidden in the garden
of white lilies

flying one towards another
pigeons dazzled the day
by their splendour

time for butterflies --
sudden fragrance of wild roses
on moonlight

coldness of December --
mother's smile is frozen
on the grave stone

 

Vid Vukasovic
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

 

Almost ripe cherries
swinging in the breeze
in all shades of red 

 

Ludmila Balabanova 
Bulgaria

cricket-song --
a drop of autumn rain
in the cobweb

 



shadows grow
and blend --
twilight tiptoes

 

summer night --
a scar of falling star
in the sky
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Aozora haiku publication : June 2000

    

Nikola Nilic
Doza Djerbdja 70, 21000 Novi Sad, Yugoslavia
Submission by letter 

moonlight
the river divides the forest
in two nights

September braids
full of white butterflies
hasten to school

strong noise
waterfall can't hear 
its whiteness

morning sun
moves a wee snail
off the monument

explosive April
around girls' waist
hunts butterflies

 

Dan Lukiv 
British Columbia, Canada

Rain
Fills the forest
With sound

In this May sunset
East fog on hills
Glows white

 



Vitomir Miletic - Witata
Yugoslavia

Letnji pljusak --
na plazi samo
kula od peska.

Summer shower --
On the beach only
a tower of sand

Prašnjavi auto.
Prsticem crta lutku
devojcica.

Dusty car.
A little girl drawing a doll
by her finger.

Praskozorje --
Kukurikanje petla
i bljesak munje.

Daybreak --
Cock-a-doodle-doo
and the lightning.

Smeh dece --
Na starom sporetu
kolaci od blata.

Children laughing --
On the old range
cakes from myd.

Strazarska kucica --
Sa vojnickim slemom
igra se mace.

Guardhouse --
A kitten is playing
with the helmet.

 



an'ya (dark'moon)
Oregon, USA

October stroll 
the shadow of mom's cane 
bends over cobblestones 

published " The Heron's Nest " 

hired hands 
stack the last bales of hay 
high autumn 

3rd place Haiku World 

 

fresh smelling 
even though a dirty sky 
the wildflowers 

presently at " haiga online " 

 

spruce tree 
the blue sky paled 
by robin eggs 

4th place shiki kukai 

 

quiet cove 
the sound of crow's feet 
cracking thin ice 

NLAPW 3rd place 

 

tree swing 
two tiny toes 
touch the sun 

honorable mention NZPS 

 



Bodganka Stojanovski
Novi Sad, Yugoslavia

Illustrations by Bogdanka

Torrid sand.
The sea barely touches the shore
and flees away fast.

 

On the sand
a leafless jellyfish.
The magic is gone. 

Lake Ohrid.
Glimmering in the water
ornate golden letters.

 

The meadow
is dusted with the colours 
of summer.

Ripe grain -
the farmer inspects.
A weight in the fist.

 

A densely knotted
rose rambler keeps the scent
in the window.

A fairy world
of shadows and bright moon.
A haiku night.

 Young men are dancing
around the bagpiper.
Storks are clattering.
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Aozora haiku publication : August 2000

    

Bogdanka Stojanovski
Novi Sad, Yugoslavia

A sequence from Lake Ohrid (Macedonia)

dark and unclear
peaks of Sara Mountain
grow pale at dawn.

swaying reed mace
upon the softy mud
over flies by heron.

lake Ohrid --
glimmering in the water
ornate golden letter.

in the softy mire
of the smoothered stream
the shadow of fish

the old oak breaks --
young sprout from the stump
divides it in two halves.

 

caravanserai --
in samuilo's fortress
crickets sing.

cooper knocker
threadbare by knocking
no one hails.

the sun has set --
the dusk before the night
gathered the shadows.

string of stars
upon the Ohrid Lake
and pearl of moon.

 

 



Darko Plazanin 
Samobor - Croatia 

Embraced by the ice
from the firmament to the Earth-
an iron chain

The winter night
reclined down over
an entire field

 

Milan Zegarac-Peharnik 
Zagreb, Croatia

The remembrances
of summers passed by grow up
in oak-tree's shadow

Following old woman
a raven hops along
the path in the snow

Rudi Stopar 
Svenica, Slovenia

Pidgeon visiting
above the spaceous blue sky
of kind of generosity

Empty road
heat-shining on the highway
yellow house
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Aozora haiku publication : September 2000

    

Martin Cohen 
USA

after snow
dusts old hat on bench
the silence

 

Richard Stevenson
USA 

 

In mottled shade
on the chaise longue
the spread diet book.

Tailess swallowtail
lands on my African shirt.
Alas, no nectar.

 

a cool August night 
aurora borealis
even the words skirl.
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Aozora haiku publication : October 2000

    

Alenka Zorman 
Ljubljana, Slovenia

 

A foggy morning -
buying a sunflower
the sun comes out

 

while giving a coin
to a beggar - a pigeon
flies near by

 

almost invisible
is a ladybird
on my red blouse

 

child's eyes --
rolling to the ball
in the shop-window

3'rd prize Apokalipsa Contest 2000

 

Nikola Nilic
Doza Djerbdja 70, 21000 Novi Sad, Yugoslavia 
Submission by letter 

cranes fly
carrying the blue of the sky
over the river

1'st prize Apokalipsa Contest 99
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Aozora haiku publication : November 2000

    

Alenka Zorman 
Ljubljana, Slovenia

 

the mirror
reflects my wrinkles --
traces of you

  

snowflakes
on your eyelids -- coldness
in your eyes

  

a lonely face
at the window --
a dove cooing

  

morning mowing --
through the window the fragrance
of yesterday's flowers

  

the family at lunch --
a homeless cat
on the garbage can

  

after the shower --
in front of the opera house
a blackbird whistles

  

a sudden wave
wets the towel --
with a fish pattern

  

rush hour --
daisies trembling
along the road

  

dawn --
oleander blossoms
under my window



 

November gray --
a ripe persimmon
the only sun
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Aozora haiku publication : December 2000

    

Martin Gottlieb Cohen
Egg Harbor, New jersey, USA

 

black clouds
water falling
through rocks

 

the fog--
light hanging over
fresh laid earth

artic wind
along the blue ice
snow eddies

 

lighthouse
in the sea breeze
faint stars

 

Alenka Zorman 
Ljubljana, Slovenia

 

not deep enough
for all my hope - -
this green pool

 

too much light
the sunset glow, the stars, the moon - -
the thoughts of you

 

Nikola Nilic 
Novi Sad, Yugoslavia

 none around
just a firefly and the moon
over mother's tomb

 

abandonned house
grasshopers' songs
mount guard
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